all right so we are now going to hear from the Peterborough congregation with alkia and Ben so take it away wonderful so uh thank you it's really really good to be here I think we've been anticipating this moment in Unitarian congregation sport some time um I've described sociocracy as the governance system every Unitarian congregation is looking for but they don't know it yet um so here here's here here's your moment I'm excited by how many congregations are here um and uh so quickly into context we are a mid-sized Congregation of about 115 members in Peterborough Ontario Canada which is about two hours from Toronto in Southern Ontario um our congregation was formed in 1961. it comes out of the fellowship movement and it started as very small and lay-led we've only had full-time Ministry for about 18 years um and uh yeah so we're a manageable size and a a lively creative Bunch um and we were given some guiding questions for this presentation um about how we chose sociocracy what's been successful about it what have been sticking points and um my first reaction to the questions was that's not really how it happened um and uh and so I'm gonna contextualize a bit and invite okay to jump in back and forth and and also um leave lots of time for um okay after I give some starting background um we like I guess many in the non-profit world have never been in love with Robert's Rules uh it was in our bylaws by default um and I suspect that many of us over the years have recognized that we don't love Robert's Rules but not known what else there is so there's this sort of plaintive desire for something better and surely there must be and various failed attempts to find out what that is I think a real entry point for us is that our Minister our former uh settled Minister who was here for 15 years um Reverend Julie stoneberg did some work with Parker Palmer's Center for courage and renewal and brought some process work from there called big circle conversations that brought complex community-wide issues not a proposition on the table but simply a subject of discussions and we experimented with those we liked them and then we enriched them by moving into something a step um more structured it came about through an organization called Peterborough dialogues which I was a co-founder of and that gathered people in community around large social issues change work The Guiding book is this one it's called Community the structure of belonging by Peter block this will probably be familiar to some of you and we began holding Community conversations on that model and and very much I loved your introduction Renee in terms of the the values involved the pattern of the circle the wisdom of all grounded in relationship one of the mantras of um this kind of work which I will put under the large hiding of the art of hosting the art of hosting and harvesting conversations that matter is the full name of that is that the small group is the agent of transformation there's a size of conversation that really works and sociocratic circles are often around five to seven people and similarly in our process work we would often break into groups of three or groups of five or six groups of three for intimate sharing groups of five or six for more brainstorming kind of work um a recognition that this wisdom wisdom in everyone and I love what you said about love at the center of all of that um why is there a discomfort with Robert's wounds um it was interesting to have that come into Consciousness once we actually found something different Robert's Rules is Win Lose in its orientation it comes out of a linear mechanical worldview you know it predates all complexity science and it comes out of a time of conflict it originates shortly after the American Civil War um and so much of it consists of safety mechanisms that are actually about obstructing process and they have no heart in them at all um one part of my background is I was a university debater and participant in model parliaments and United Nations I was really good at that stuff and I was our parliamentarian sometimes when we operated under Robert's rules um but I got really disenchanted with it by my mid-20s because it's a game and you can enter into the game with the goal of obstructing the work by side tracking it into all sorts of forms of process that are not about the question you're actually trying to ask so our community conversations process gave us an experience of going deeper and deeper into more and more difficult and dangerous conversations about our values our programs and we found more and more comfort in doing that we got used to a culture of many voices multiple perspectives listening to each other deeply in rounds and then we went looking for uh at a certain point how could we bring that to our governance structure and that's the point at which I personally joined the board and um I'll give you two quick starting points and then hand over to okay for a run at this um our starting point in doing this work it relates to the title of that book um who decides who decides was to recognize that our bylaws only required use of Robert's rules in our annual general meeting and in our budget meeting apart from that it wasn't required and so we made a creative cautious and uh Curious and interested choice at the board level to try basic sociocratic practices in our board meetings and specifically we began with rounds and the consent process as simple as that um and that's enough for me for a bit and I'll hand over to okay thanks Ben um I yeah um yeah I just want to share a little bit about my sort of entry into this um was actually through co-housing um I'm part of a group here in Peterborough that is um it's a farming group so we we are not living in community but we're hoping to eventually um and um we had actually had some disastrous meetings um we hadn't really decided what we're using we were trying to use consensus um but anyway and then shortly after that there was a co-housing conference that several of us went to and I was lucky enough to be the person who went to the all-day sociocracy training with Jerry and I remember like At first break I came upstairs and I saw some of the others from our group and I was like we have to start using this and so then a few more went there was a shorter session the next day and actually one of them is also a member of our Unitarian Fellowship so he was there and he took that training as well and we have been using it very successfully with our co-housing group I've been a Unitarian for about 30 some odd years um used to live in another place so part of a different congregation where I actually when they were going through some troubles I have seen Robert's Rules used um very oppressively they were used in a way to shut people down rather than as a way to include people I reacted to that by learning to use the rules so I could play that game as well um but didn't like it um and then um Ben talked about the Peterborough dialogues and I was part of that as well as a participant and then actually um the the our fellowship decided to send a few of us um to a training that they did on how to do these these Community conversations and I was one of the people who did that training and then we brought those Community conversations to our congregation which Ben has already talked about that sort of initial kind of idea of well not the initial because Julie had brought that already the idea of doing more rounds more sort of listening to each other and we rather than another form and um and then I knew Ben was on the board and um the other person Scott um who's part of the housing group as well um he was he was actually he had been on the board at one time um but anyway I decided that I would be on the board this year hardly well not partly um largely because I knew that there was a move to bring sociocracy more into our congregation and I wanted to be part of that um so that brought me there and we still we have a long way to go um Ben mentioned our our settled Minister left um and um with and really in a good place she left us in a good place but we were not able to find an interim minister so we're now without the minister so there's a lot of work that we're doing and um it makes a little bit hard to also be really focusing on bringing more sociocracy to our congregation and yet it's also a really good way to have conversations to really listen to each other to bring some of that out and um I don't know that I have more to say about it so I think I'll pass it back to Ben we kind of agreed that he was going to do most of this so I'm gonna let him do that great well um I I think you're going to find it there are really interesting useful differences between how we came into this and how Spokane came into this and that's partly why I really am happy about the structure of this there would be many ways to enter into this um we did not start with the idea that what we need is governance reform um rather the possibility of governance reform in the direction of sociocracy emerged from experiencing some of the benefits in other ways and Alka has described things that are in the context of that so art of hosting and Community conversations very much so okay I didn't mention she's also deeply expert in non-violent communication that's a piece of this um Scott the third person who could easily be one one of the one of us that isn't available today um uh he's an architect and he's in a firm that uses um agile as as a workflow and that is intimately related as well as what's significant about all of those I think is their teamwork in emergence that needs to be rapidly learning and iterating and one of the models for me for um thinking about this when and why to use it is our management practices tend to be based on um a model of command and control that a game predates that complexity worldview a living systems world view there's an illusion that you can schedule predict and manage every task and the number of tasks that don't really fit that model is actually most of what we do in congregations you know things are based in relationship they're ongoing they don't have a clear endpoint if you can manage a task in the old way by all means do that it's a very effective method for things that you already know exactly how to do but when you don't how can we have better conversations learn from each other and and experience more aliveness in the process so there's a culture shift that we experienced I'm not sure that you could step in one step into sociocracy you could make the mistake of treating the book many voices one song as merely another 300 100 page Manual of process rules it is so much more than that and I had a guiding conversation with a friend and Mentor from the art of Hosting Community a guy named Chris Corrigan called him up when first getting interested in this he's actually never done sociocracy and he's but was interested and aware and his advice was don't mistake the rules of process for the for the point people come into this with an intention um and values and those are the heart of this if you have the values and the intention right you're going to find your way through learning the rules and be able to do it in a step-by-step way and in fact the people who end up in leadership roles are different people in some ways under sociocracy if you are the leader of a faction with a strong point of view people are going to object to you being a member of a circle because they'll perceive you as obstructive rather than um listening the old ways of process are about Declaration of outcomes and scheduling a plan for achieving them I think the new ways and situations of Greater emergence are much more about a shared long-term vision and continuously choosing the immediate Next Step

something that I meant to say um that I forgotten to say um and then kind of alluded to it um is the the difference with sociocratic meetings is um what I find um and I've almost always found this almost every meeting I've gone to that's been run sociocratically is at the end we'd always do a checkout at the end and people will say that they leave more energized than when they came in and you know how many structured you know Robert's Rules of Order meetings have you ever gone to where um you left more energized than when you came in so um just that I think is um it is enough of a reason to do it so that you can enjoy going to meetings and then of course people are more willing to do the work because the meetings are enjoyable and one of the things that we have started doing and very informally is um as a board rather than us making all the decisions you know all the power being in the board we're trying to give more of that power to the Committees and so letting them it still sort of comes through us but we say no you make this decision so we're slowly giving some of that um that power I don't even like the East and that word but that Authority I guess is a better word to the circles um and we're also trying to at least with some of the main ones really have some double linking um so that it's those are well represented and we still have lots more to do to get further along but it's a start yeah there's so much more we can unpack but we can do that in breakout groups if you want to be with either of us at that point great thank you both and I love how you use the word emergent over and over again emergent strategy um that's my by my um my computer side always thank you Bob

